In this paper, we propose solutions for the energy-efficient broadcasting over cross networks, where N nodes are located on two perpendicular lines. Our solutions consist of an algorithm which finds the optimal range assignment in polynomial time (O(N 12 )), a near-optimal algorithm with linear complexity (O(N )), and a distributed algorithm with complexity O(1). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study presenting an optimal solution for the minimum-energy broadcasting problem for a 2-D network (with cross configuration). We compare our algorithms with the broadcast incremental power (BIP) algorithm, one of the most commonly used methods for solving this problem with complexity O(N 2 ). We demonstrate that our near-optimal algorithm outperforms BIP, and that the distributed algorithm performs close to it. Moreover, the proposed distributed algorithm can be used for more general two-dimensional networks, where the nodes are located on a grid consisting of perpendicular line-segments. The performance of the proposed near-optimal and distributed algorithms tend to be closer to the optimal solution for larger networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless ad-hoc networks have attracted more interest in recent years due to their numerous applications [1] . In these networks, broadcasting mechanisms are used for data exchange purposes, e.g., disseminating important messages or attaining path discovery information in routing Part of this work has been accepted for presentation in IEEE ICC 2015, London, UK, June 8-12, 2015.
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algorithms [2] . The Minimum-Energy Broadcasting problem in wireless networks focuses on finding a transmission range assignment for all the nodes in the network such that the total consumed energy for broadcasting data from one specific node, the source node, to all the other nodes is minimized [3] . We consider the case where there are N nodes in the network, and the exact location of them is known.
An optimal solution with complexity O(N 2 ) was presented in [4] for the minimum-energy broadcasting problem in 1-D networks (linear networks). The minimum-energy broadcasting problem is known to be non-deterministically polynomial-time (NP) hard for D-dimensional spaces with D ≥ 2, [5] - [7] . One main reason for the difficulty of this problem is the wireless multicast advantage [8] , [9] , i.e., the reception of the transmitted data by multiple nodes within the range of a single transmission. There have been a number of heuristic approaches for solving this problem. For a survey on the existing works on minimum-energy broadcasting (as a special case of multicasting), one can see [10] .
The broadcast incremental power (BIP) algorithm, with complexity O(N 3 ) [8] , [9] , is one of the most commonly used methods for the energy-efficient broadcasting problem in 2-D networks. In [11] , it is shown that the approximation ratio 1 of BIP, unlike some other wellknown algorithms, e.g., shortest-path tree (SPT) [12] , is a constant (does not depend on the total number of the nodes in the network). This constant value is lower than the approximation ratio of the other algorithms also studied in [11] . In BIP, the goal is to construct a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) of the network graph 2 starting from the source, and adding new nodes one by one to the tree. The cost function, which is to be minimized in the construction, is the incremental cost of adding each additional node. This incremental cost is defined as the minimum additional power required of some node in the current tree to reach the new node. Recently in [13] , the complexity of BIP is reduced to O(N 2 ) and the lower bound on the approximation ratio of BIP is improved.
A modification to BIP, called sweep, is proposed in [8] , [9] , to improve the power consumption. In this procedure, unnecessary transmissions are eliminated. It is shown in [14] that the 1 The ratio of the energy consumption of a given assignment to that of the optimal assignment is called the approximation ratio of that assignment. 2 The MST of a graph is the spanning tree with weight less than or equal to the weight of every other spanning tree of that graph.
complexity of the sweep procedure is also O(N 2 ).
Another frequently cited method for energy-efficient broadcasting is the algorithm based on finding the Euclidean MST of the graph representing the network rooted at the source node [15] .
The network graph is constructed by considering the nodes of the network as vertices of the graph. There is an edge between any two nodes, with weight equal to the Euclidean distance between the nodes. In this algorithm, the MST of the network graph is found (e.g., using Prim's algorithm). In the MST-based range assignment, for each node, the maximum weight of the edge between that node and its children 3 is assigned as the node's transmission range, i.e.,
where R M ST (i) denotes the assigned range to node i, and the notation (i, u) is used to denote the edge between nodes i and u in the MST, where i is the parent of u. The Euclidean distance between nodes a and b is denoted by d(a, b).
The MST-based algorithm has complexity O(N 2 ) [15] . In [16] , [17] , it is shown that even for 2-D networks with special topologies, i.e., when the nodes are located at the intersection points of a square grid, the MST-based range assignment is far from optimal. It is worth mentioning that the MST-based range assignment is the optimal solution for the minimum-energy broadcasting problem in wired networks. The performance of BIP is shown to be better than that of the MST algorithm for general 2-D wireless networks [8] , [9] .
In this paper, we are interested in finding both optimal and low-complexity solutions for the broadcasting problem in a special 2-D wireless network, where the nodes are located on a cross, consisting of two perpendicular lines. This kind of network is used to model perpendicular roads for VANETs [18] , or the sensor field of power grid monitoring systems (or other sensor networks) [19] , [20] . We provide three range assignment solutions: optimal, near-optimal and distributed.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first study presenting an optimal solution for the minimum-energy broadcasting problem for a 2-D network.
We show that the optimal solution for cross networks can be found in polynomial time, but has a rather high complexity (O(N 8 ) or O(N 12 ) for the cases where the source node is located at the intersection of the lines, or somewhere other than the intersection, respectively). The proposed centralized near-optimal algorithm has complexity O(N ), and outperforms BIP. The proposed distributed algorithm performs close to BIP (and BIP with sweep) and has a very low complexity of O (1) . Furthermore, we prove that our distributed algorithm has the same outcome as the MST algorithm for networks on a cross, but with much lower complexity (O(1) instead of O(N 2 )). As the size of the network increases, the proposed near-optimal and distributed algorithms perform closer to optimal.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model. The proposed range assignments are explained in Section III. A special case of the networks in which the source node is located at the intersection is studied in Section IV. The use of our proposed distributed algorithm in grid networks is briefly described in Section V. We evaluate our proposed algorithms by comparing them to the existing works in Section VI. The paper concludes with Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a set of N nodes (denoted by N ) located on a cross, including a specific node, s, as the source. We assume that the exact location of the nodes is known. The source node can be located anywhere on the cross and broadcasts the data to all the other nodes in the network. This is to be performed in an energy-efficient multi-hop fashion.
We assume that all the nodes are equipped with an omnidirectional transmitter. Moreover, in our study, similar to [4] - [9] , [14] - [17] , we do not consider other issues such as channel contention and interference.
To solve this broadcasting problem, we need to assign a transmission range to each node so that the total consumed energy is minimized, while the data is delivered to all the nodes of the network. A transmission range assignment R is a function R : N → R + , where R(i) is the assigned transmission range to node i ∈ N . We denote the consumed energy of the range assignment R by cost(R) and assume that it can be calculated, up to a constant multiplicative factor, using the following equation:
where α is the path-loss exponent whose value is normally between 2 and 6 [21] . By using the Minimum-Energy Range Assignment (a.k.a, Optimal Range Assignment), denoted by R * , every node in the network will receive the data transmitted by the source node with the minimum possible cost.
A node is assumed to have circular coverage up to its transmission range, and any other node located in the transmission range of this node can receive the transmitted data. Some definitions and notations are presented in Fig. 1 . According to the circular transmission range of the nodes, as shown in Fig. 1 , for every node
In the following, we provide some definitions needed throughout the paper. Definition 1. A cross network has five segments, as shown in Fig. 2 . Segments I, III, IV and V are half-lines, while Segment II is the line-segment bounded by the source node and the intersection of the two perpendicular lines. For any node a ∈ N \ {s}, 4 we denote the segment on which it is located by S a . Definition 2. On each segment, the closest node to the source node is called the first node of that segment. The last node of a segment is the node farthest away from the source on that segment.
We denote the first node and the last node of any segment S by f S and l S , respectively.
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We denote the set of nodes N \ {s,
Definition 3. Node a is after node b on the same segment, if S a = S b and d(s, a) > d(s, b). For these two nodes, we say node b is before node a.
Definition 4. For any node a ∈ N \ {s}, we call the first node after a on S a , the next adjacent neighbor of node a, and we denote it by n a . Furthermore, we define M (a) = d(a, n a ). If node a is the last node on its segment, as it does not have a next adjacent neighbor, we define M (a) = 0. Fig. 3 illustrates the next adjacent neighbor of some nodes in a cross network.
Definition 5. For assignment R, we say that node a ∈ N \ {s} has increased (transmission) range, if R(a) > M (a).
Definition 6. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, for any node a ∈ 6 If Segment II is empty, we assume that node s takes all the functionalities of node lII. N \ {s}, we call the set of all nodes located after node a on S a , that are within the transmission range of node a, the same-segment receivers of node a. We call the set of nodes on segments other than S a that are within the transmission range of node a, the other-segment receivers of node a. The union of these two sets for node a is called the receivers of node a.
Definition 7. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, for any two nodes a, b ∈ N , node b receives the data via a path (starting from the source node) containing node a, if for node b to receive the data, node a has to transmit with R(a)( = 0). In other words, if node a does not transmit, node b will not receive the data (at all). We show this relationship by
We show the case where node b can receive the data even if node a does not transmit
This concept is important to note, because a node has to receive the data first to be able to transmit it to other nodes. So, if b R ← a, first node a has to transmit the data with R(a), then node b will be able to transmit it to other nodes.
Also note that for nodes a and b, the relation b R ← a does not necessarily mean that node b receives the data in just one hop from node a. It means that the data travels through node a to get to node b, and this is the only way for node b to receive it. We denote the set of intended receivers of node a with transmission range R(a) by I R a .
III. PROPOSED RANGE ASSIGNMENTS
In the following, we explain our proposed range assignments, starting from the optimal one, followed by the near-optimal assignment and finally the distributed one.
A. Optimal Range Assignment
One of our main contributions is to prove that in the optimal range assignment, there exists a small (and independent from N ) set of nodes with increased transmission range, and the other nodes have either 0 or the distance to their next adjacent neighbor as their transmission range.
Also, we provide an algorithm with polynomial complexity in N to find the optimal assignment for the nodes on a cross.
An upper bound of eight on the number of nodes with increased transmission range in the optimal range assignment is established in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
In the optimal range assignment for a cross network, denoted by R * , there exist at most three nodes with increased transmission range inN . All the other nodes inN have either 0 or the distance to their next adjacent neighbor as their transmission range. The optimal transmission range of a node in the set {s, l II , f III , f IV , f V } can be equal to its distance to any other node in the network.
For proving this theorem, we first introduce some lemmas.
Lemma 2. For any given set {a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a W } of positive numbers, where W is an arbitrary integer, and for any α ≥ 2, we have:
Corollary 1. To transmit data on a line from node a to node b with minimum energy consumption, the data has to be transmitted hop by hop using the nodes in between transmitter and receiver.
This means that node a transmits the data to node n a , and node n a transmits to its next adjacent neighbor, and so forth till the data reaches node b. We denote this transmission scheme by a b, where all the nodes from a up to b use their M values as their transmission ranges.
Lemma 3. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, if node a ∈ N \ {s} receives the data, all the nodes before it on its segment have also received the data.
Proof: This is a direct result of the circular transmission range assumption of the nodes. The contraposition of Lemma 4 gives us the following corollary.
Corollary 3. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, if b R c for node b ∈ N \ {s}, then we have a R c for all nodes a before node b on its segment.
Throughout the paper, we implicitly use the following lemma.
Lemma 5. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, any node a ∈ N is the intended receiver of at most one other node.
Lemma 6. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, if for nodes a, b ∈ N we have b R a, then the intended receivers of node a on any segment S (if any exists) are after the last receiver of b on S, which is denoted by r Lemma 7. For every node a ∈N , R * (a) is either zero or greater than or equal to M (a).
Furthermore, if this node has an increased transmission range, i.e., if R * (a) > M (a), it must have at least one intended receiver on a segment other than S a .
Proof: According to Lemma 1, node a does not have 0 < R * (a) < M (a), if it has no intended receivers. Using contradiction, suppose R * (a) < M (a), while it has some intended receivers. This implies that node a does not have any receivers on S a , so all the nodes in I R * a are on other segments. We denote the farthest receiver of node a when it transmits with R * (a)
by r R * a . For the node k defined below, we have d(a, r 
Since node a does not have any same-segment receivers, if we have another assignment R
a )}, and R(i) = R * (i), ∀i ∈ N \ {k, a}, all the nodes will receive the data, but less energy will be consumed. This contradicts the optimality of R * .
The proof of the next part is also by contradiction. Suppose R * (a) > M (a), but all of the intended receivers of node a are on its own segment. According to Corollary 1, and since all the intended receivers of node a are on the same line, by using a r R * a,Sa the data will be 7 If node a is located on Segment II, it must have R * (a) > M (a) to cover some nodes on Segments III, IV or V. Hence, if 0 < R * (a) < M (a), all the other-segment receivers of a are located on Segment I.
delivered to all the intended receivers of node a with less energy. In this case node a does not have increased range, which contradicts our assumption.
Lemma 8. In a cross network utilizing transmission range assignment R, a node on one of the Segments III, IV or V does not have intended receivers on Segment II.
Proof: As a result of the circular transmission range assumption of the nodes, if a node on one of the Segments III, IV or V receives the data, all the nodes on Segment II have already received the data.
Lemma 9. Consider a cross network that utilizes a range assignment R, for which R(a) = 0 and R(b) = 0 for nodes a, b ∈N (node a being closer to source, if they are on the same segment).
If node a has an intended receiver after the last same-segment receiver of node b (node r
then assignment R is not the optimal assignment.
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose R = R * , and node a ∈N has an intended receiver after the last same-segment receiver of node b ∈N . All the same-segment receivers of node b are within the transmission range of node a. Three cases may exist:
1) Nodes a and b are on the same segment and cov
Node a is on a segment aligned to the segment of node b.
3) Node a is on a segment perpendicular to the segment of node b.
Case (1) , results in having the whole circular range of b within the range of a. Hence, all the receivers of b can receive the data from a. To be sure about the reception of data by node a, we define node k as follows: f IV , if b is on Segment IV, and a is on Segment V; f V , if b is on Segment V, and a is on Segment IV.
We can have another assignment, R , with R (b) = 0, R (i) = R(i), ∀i ∈ N \ {k, b}, and
denotes the farthest other-segment receiver of node b when it transmits with R(b). Note that since k R b (Corollary 2), node b has no effect on the delivery of data to node k. Using R all the nodes will receive the data with less energy, which contradicts the optimality of assignment R.
Case (3): Similar to the previous case, and according to Lemma 8, for node a to have an intended receiver on S b , we can not have S a = IV or S a = V, while S b = II. Define node k as follows:
if b is on Segment I, and a is on either Segments IV or V;
f III , if b is on Segment III, and a is on either Segments IV or V;
f IV , if b is on Segment IV, and a is on one of the Segments I, II or III;
f V , if b is on Segment V, and a is on one of the Segments I, II or III.
We can have another assignment, R , with R (b) = 0, R (i) = R(i), ∀i ∈ N \ {k , b}, and
denotes the farthest other-segment receiver of node b when it transmits with R(b). Note that since k R b (Corollary 2), node b has no effect on the delivery of data to node k . Using R all the nodes will receive the data with less energy, which contradicts the optimality of assignment R.
The following corollary is a direct result of Lemma 9. none of them has other-segment intended receivers on S a and S b . For any of the other segments, e.g., S, using Lemma 6, the intended receivers of node a on S have to be after r R * b,S and the intended receivers of node b on S have to be after r R * a,S , which is impossible and contradicts our assumption.
Lemma 11. In a cross network, utilizing R * , a node inN with increased transmission range on Segment II must have at least one intended receiver on Segment I.
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose node a on Segment II, has increased range in R * , but does not have any intended receivers on Segment I. According to Lemma 7, node a must have at least one intended receiver on either Segments III, IV or V. In this case, we can have another assignment, R, with 8 and
denotes the farthest intended receiver of node a when it transmits with R * (a). By using R, the data will be sent to all the nodes with less energy, which contradicts the optimality of R * .
Lemma 12. In a cross network, utilizing R * , at most one node inN with increased transmission range exists on Segment II.
Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose in R * two nodes inN with increased range exist on Segment II. We denote the node closer to the source by a, and the node closer to the intersection by b. We know that a a,II ), while all the other nodes 8 We can have a lII to save even more energy. For this, we must have no other nodes with increased range on Segment II, which is proved in Lemma 12. transmit as before. This way all the nodes receive the data, but node a does not have increased range, which contradicts our assumption.
Lemma 13. For a cross network utilizing the optimal assignment R * , no more than two nodes with increased range exist on a segment.
Proof: We first study some properties of the case where in R * , two nodes fromN on one segment have increased transmission range. Then we show that no other node with increased range in R * can exist on that segment.
Assume nodes a and b have increased range and node a is before node b on the same segment.
According to Lemma 7, these two nodes must have some intended receivers on other segments.
We know that a R * b (based on Corollary 2), so according to Lemma 10, we have b
According to Lemma 6, the intended receivers of node b on any segment must be after the last intended receiver of a on that segment. If node b has any intended receivers on the segment aligned to its segment, the whole transmission circle of node a will fall into the range of node b. In this case we just need to deliver the data from node a to node b, and node b transmits the data to all the other-segment receivers of node a. To minimize energy (according to Corollary 1) for delivering data from a to all its same-segment receivers (when it transmits with R * (a))
we can use a r R * a,Sa (or a b, if node b is before node r R * a,Sa , and b covers the rest), while all the other nodes transmit as before. Note that, according to Corollary 4, the nodes from n a up to r R * a,Sa that do not have increased range (i.e., except for node b, if b is before r R * a,Sa ), have zero as their transmission range, and have no effect on the delivery of data to other nodes. This means that all the nodes receive the data while node a does not have increased range, which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, the only possible case is that node a has some intended receivers (beyond the range of b) on the aligned segment to its segment, and node b has some intended receivers (beyond the range of a) on (one of the) perpendicular segments to its segment (except for Segment II, according to Lemma 8) . Now, we prove that no other node with increased range exists on segment S a . We showed in Lemma 12 that no more than one node with increased range exists on Segment II. So, the proof of this lemma for Segment II is already given. Two other cases for the segment of interest Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose node a with increased range is located on Segment II, and node b on one of the Segments III, IV or V has intended receivers on Segment I. We know that a R * b (due to the circular transmission ranges of the nodes), so according to Lemma 6, the intended receivers of node b on Segment I are after node r R * a,I . We can have another assignment, R, with R(i) = R * (i), ∀i ∈ N \ {l II , a}, R(a) = d(a, l II ), 9 and
a denotes the farthest receiver of node a on Segments 9 We can have a lII to save even more energy.
III, IV and V, when it transmits with R * (a). By using R, the data will be sent to all the nodes with less energy, which contradicts the optimality of R * .
Lemma 15. Consider a cross network that utilizes the optimal assignment R According to Lemma 6, the intended receivers of node a on any segment are after the last intended receiver of b on that segment. If node b does not have any receivers on Segments III, IV and V, or node a has some intended receivers on either Segments II or III, the whole transmission circle of node b will fall into the range of node a. In this case, we just need to deliver the data to node a, and node a transmits the data to all the receivers of node b. Using another transmission range assignment R, with R(i) = R * (i), ∀i ∈ N \ {s, b}, R(b) = 0, and
)}, all the nodes receive the data with less energy, which contradicts the optimality of R * . Therefore, the only possible case is that node b has some intended receivers on Segment III, and node a has some intended receivers (beyond the range of b) on (one of the) Segments IV and V. Now suppose that we have a third node with increased range (denoted by c). There will be four cases for the location of node c:
1) Node c is on Segment I.
2) Node c is on Segment II.
3) Node c is on Segment III. that node is after the last intended receiver of nodes a and b on that segment. If node c has any intended receivers on another segment, all the intended receivers of node a on other segments will fall into the range of node c, and we just need to deliver the data from node a to node c.
To minimize the energy, according to Corollary 1, we can use a r 11 If c has intended receivers on the perpendicular segment to its segment, we have cov
If c has intended receivers on the aligned segment to its segment, we have cov showed that the only possible case is that node a has some intended receivers on the aligned segment to its segment, 12 and node b has some intended receivers (beyond the range of a) on (one of the) perpendicular segments to S a .
Before further discussion, we prove that for a node d on a segment perpendicular to S a , if
we have d a,Sa ), while all the other nodes transmit as before, all the nodes in the network receive the data. 13 This way, node a does not have increased range, which is a contradiction.
Now suppose that we have a third node with increased range (denoted by c).
There will be four cases for the location of node c (except for Segment II):
1.b.i) Node c is on the same segment as nodes a and b, i.e., segment S a .
1.b.ii) Node c is on the segment aligned to the segment of nodes a and b. receives the data, and transmits it. If node b is within the range of node a, then b will receive the 12 If Sa = I, this aligned segment is just Segment III (see proof of Lemma 13). 13 Node b receives and transmits to all the nodes covered by R * (a) and R * (b) on the perpendicular segments to Sa (including S d ). Node d receives and transmits to all the nodes covered by R * (a) on a segment aligned to Sa. If node c has an intended receiver on S a , according to Lemma 6, it transmits to a node after the last same-segment receiver of a, which, according to Lemma 9, contradicts the optimality of R * . So, node c has no intended receiver on S a . The intended receivers of node c on the other remaining segments are after the last receivers of nodes a and b on those segments, according to Lemma 6. This results in having all the receivers of node a on the segments aligned to S a to fall into the range of node c. 14 If c has intended receivers on the perpendicular segment to its segment, we have cov
1.b.iii) Node
If c has intended receivers on the aligned segment to its segment, we have cov Now, using contradiction, we prove that no fourth node with increased range can exist. Suppose a fourth node with increased range, denoted by d, exists. We showed in the previous cases that node d can not be on S a , the segment aligned to S a or the segment perpendicular to S a on which node b has some intended receivers, while we have two nodes with increased range on S a . It cannot be on Segment II as well. Therefore, node d is on the same segment as node c be selected. To describe the eight nodes with possible increased range, we first define set T to contain all the possible choices for the three nodes from setN , and concatenate each of the possible choices for the three nodes with the nodes l II , f III , f IV , and f V . Therefore, each member t ∈ T is denoted by {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 7 }, where t 1 , t 2 and t 3 represent the three chosen nodes, and t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , and t 7 denote the nodes l II , f III , f IV , and f V , respectively. Set T has (at most)
members. To search all the possible ranges for each of the three selected nodes fromN , and also the nodes in the set {s, l II , f III , f IV , f V }, we construct the set C = N 8 . Each member of C, which is denoted by c, is considered as an 8-tuple of form (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , c 7 ). The range of the source node is equal to d(s, c 0 ), and the range of node t j (for 1 ≤ j ≤ 7) is equal to d(t j , c j ).
To account for the order in which nodes on different segments transmit data, we also need to search among all the 5! = 120 different segment orderings. We define set P to contain all the possible permutations of the Segments {I,II,III,IV,V}. Each segment ordering p = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 ) ∈ P contains the labels of the segments in the order they have to be checked.
On each segment, we assign ranges to the nodes starting from the first node up to the last node on that segment. For the source node and the seven nodes from set T , the range is already assigned as discussed before. For each remaining node, we assign its M value to the range, if the next adjacent neighbor of the node has not received the data yet, otherwise, zero is assigned as the range (based on Corollary 4).
Since all possible assignments do not result in the delivery of data to all the nodes, we need to construct the desired assignments in a way that the delivery of data to all the nodes is guaranteed. This is done by using received labels (label r). If a node receives the data, we tag it by label r. An assignment in which a node without this label exists, will be ignored. The optimal assignment, is the assignment among all the constructed assignments which has the minimum cost.
To reduce the complexity of the algorithm, we define
contains all the nodes that are within the transmission range of node i, when
Construction of each of these sets can be done in O(N ) time. Hence, all these sets can be acquired with time complexity O(N 3 ). Note that the construction of these sets is performed before the execution of the algorithm, and thus does not introduce any additional complexity to the algorithm.
The pseudo code of the algorithm that finds the optimal transmission range assignment (i.e., R * ) is given as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimal Range Assignment 1: assign cost * = +∞ 2: construct sets P, T , C and R i,j , ∀i, j ∈ N 3: for all t ∈ T do 4: for all c ∈ C do 5: for all p ∈ P do 6: clear transmission range assignment R 7: erase the r labels of all the nodes 8: tag node s with label r tag all the nodes in set R s,c0 with label r
12:
for k = 1 to 5 do
13:
for all nodes n on segment p k (from the first node to the last node) do 14: if node n has not received the data yet (i.e., does not have label r) then 15: stop and go to next p 16:
tag all the nodes in set R n,cj with label r
19:
else if node n n exists and does not have label r then 20: assign R(n) = M (n) 21: tag all the nodes in set R n,nn with label r 
B. Near-Optimal Range Assignment With Linear Complexity
The focus of the proposed sub-optimal algorithm is to find the nodes that can save energy by not transmitting, whereas the other nodes only transmit at a power level that is needed for their next adjacent neighbors to receive the data. As we will find out later, this algorithm performs close to optimal. In the following, we thus refer to it as being "near-optimal".
Similar to the optimal algorithm, and to check all the segment orderings, we define set P to contain all the 120 possible permutations of the Segments {I,II,III,IV,V}.
For any node n on each of the ordered segments, we assign R(n) = M (n), if node n n has not received the data through the previously assigned transmission ranges. Otherwise, we assign R(n) = 0. Here, unlike the optimal algorithm, and to reduce complexity, we do not construct sets R i,j . Instead, we just find the receivers of a fixed number of nodes (not a function of N ).
This has complexity O(N ).
To guarantee the delivery of data to all the nodes, we check the first node of Segments III, IV and V to see if it receives the data or not. If not, we change the range of node sn 16 in the set {s, l II , f III , f IV , f V } so that it delivers the data to the first node of the segment of interest. If
Segment II is empty, we assume that node s takes all the functionalities of node l II .
The near-optimal algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. It has output R N O as the near-optimal range assignment.
Algorithm 2 Near-Optimal Linear-Time Algorithm 1: assign cost N O = +∞ 2: construct set P 3: for all p ∈ P do 4: clear transmission range assignment R
5:
erase the r labels of all the nodes 6: tag node s with label r 
tag all the receivers of node s with label r 10:
for all nodes n on segment p k (from the first node to the last node) do
12:
if node n has not received the data yet (i.e., is not tagged by label r) then 13: stop and go to next p
14:
else if node n n exists and does not have label r then 15: assign R(n) = M (n) 16: tag node n n with label r if p k = I and p k+1 ∈ {III,IV,V} and node f p k+1 has not received the data yet then 30: tag all the nodes that receive the data from node sn with label r
32:
if p k ∈ {III,IV,V} then 16 See line 30 of Algorithm 2 for definition. 17 Node m I II denotes the node among all the nodes on Segment I, that has the maximum coverage on Segment II. 18 Node m II I denotes the node among all the nodes on Segment II, that has the maximum coverage on Segment I. 
C. Distributed Range Assignment
In the distributed algorithm, every node in setN just needs to know the distance to its next adjacent neighbor. In this algorithm, the source node transmits the data to its two adjacent neighbors in Segments I and II (we will discuss the case where Segment II is empty later), by having a transmission range sufficient to reach the farthest one. Any node a ∈N waits to receive the data for the first time, then transmits the data to its next adjacent neighbor, i.e., with range M (a).
If a ∈ {l II , f III , f IV , f V }, in addition to its next adjacent neighbor, node a has to consider the other three nodes in this set as well. The graph consisting of the nodes in the set {l II , f III , f IV , f V }, and all the possible edges between them, is denoted by G ♦ , and is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 19 We refer to this graph as the diamond graph. Fig. 4 . The graph G ♦ , for which its MST is needed to be found in each of the nodes in the set {lII, fIII, fIV, fV}.
All the nodes in the set {l II , f III , f IV , f V } calculate the MST of the graph G ♦ , e.g., using Prim's algorithm. The transmission range of each of the nodes in the set {l II , f III , f IV , f V } is then selected 19 If Segment II is empty, node lII will be replaced by node s.
as the largest of the maximum length of the node's connected edges in the MST of G ♦ and its distance to its next adjacent neighbor. If Segment II is empty, node s replaces node l II and its range is the largest of the maximum length of its connected edges in the MST of G ♦ and its distance to node f I .
The distributed range assignment, denoted by R D , is thus given by:
It is easy to see that the distributed range assignment results in all the network nodes receiving the data. The following theorem shows that the proposed distributed algorithm, with complexity only O (1), results in the same range assignment as the algorithm of [15] , with complexity
Theorem 3. The distributed transmission range assignment R D , is the same as the transmission range assignment of the MST-based algorithm of [15] for the cross network.
Proof: First we find the MST of the graph corresponding to a cross network. The graph consists of the nodes, as its vertices, and there exists an edge between any two nodes of the network, with weight equal to the distance between them. We assume that the weights of the edges are different, and the MST is unique. In the following, we use the cut 20 property of MST, which states that for any cut in the graph, if the weight of an edge crossing the two partitions of the cut is strictly smaller than the weights of all other crossing edges, then this edge belongs to the MST of the graph (for more detail, see, e.g., Theorem 23.1 of [23] ). A direct corollary of the cut property (described as Corollary 23.2 in [23] ) is that if we partition a graph into disjoint sets of vertices, the edge with the minimum weight among all the crossing edges (in the original graph) between any two disjoint partitions belongs to the MST of the graph. So one 20 A cut [V, V] is a partition of the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets V and V that are joined by at least one edge [22] .
way to construct the MST of a graph is to partition it into disjoint vertex sets, find the MST of the subgraph induced by each set, and link the MST's via the minimum weight crossing edge between them.
We partition the network graph into seven (or five, if Segment II is empty) partitions. The set of partitions consists of the source node alone as one partition, graph G ♦ as another partition, and five (or four) other partitions each consisting of just the remaining nodes of each segment (i.e., one partition for each segment). If Segment II is empty, node s will be a node in G ♦ , and there will be only five partitions.
The MST of the s only partition is s itself, and we already discussed the MST of the G ♦ partition. For any node a ∈N , we define set V a to contain node a and all the nodes after that on segment S a . Set V a contains all the nodes (in setN ) on segment S a , that are not in set V a .
Consider of the same segments (each member of a different partition). We root the tree at s.
In the MST-based transmission range assignment, every node transmits with the range equal to the maximum edge weight (distance) to its children. By observing the way that the MST of the network graph is constructed, we can see that the MST-based transmission range assignment is exactly the same as the distributed transmission range assignment.
IV. SPECIAL CASE: SOURCE AT THE INTERSECTION
In this section, we consider cross networks in which the source node is located at the intersection of the two lines. 21 In such networks, we assume that Segment II still exists, but is empty. Hence, node s takes all the functionalities of node l II . Furthermore, all the nodes in the set {l II , f III , f IV , f V } are replaced by the source node s. By doing this, we can see that all the lemmas, corollaries and Theorem 1 presented in Section III-A are valid for this special-case network. Since, for this network, five nodes (s, l II , f III , f IV , f V ), each with N possible ranges are substituted by only one such node (s), the search space will be reduced by a factor of N 4 .
This results in having the time complexity of O(N 8 ).
V. A MORE GENERAL CASE: GRID NETWORKS
We can use the proposed distributed algorithm to find a cost-efficient transmission range assignment for grid networks with perpendicular line-segments. The structure of the grid can be arbitrary, e.g., the one shown in Fig. 5 . To apply the proposed distributed algorithm, we assume that there is at least one node on each line-segment of the network. This allows for the construction of diamond graphs for each intersection of the network. One can then run the distributed algorithm on each intersection 21 The work in this section is described with more details in [24] .
of the grid network similar to what was done for cross networks. In Section VI, we compare the distributed algorithm to BIP (with and without the sweeping procedure), for a two by two square grid network, and show that the performance difference between the two algorithms is rather small, even though our algorithm is distributed and with complexity O(1), while BIP is centralized and with complexity O(N 2 ).
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We study the performance of our proposed algorithms, and the BIP algorithm, by conducting
Monte Carlo simulations for different number of nodes on cross networks. We also perform the sweep procedure on the BIP algorithm. But since this procedure has time complexity O(N 2 ), to keep the complexity of the proposed near-optimal and distributed assignments as low as possible, we do not perform the sweep procedure on these assignments. The complexity of the optimal algorithm is high. We thus present our results for two relatively small values of N , i.e., N = 14
and N = 18, in the case where the source node is at the intersection, and for N = 13 in the general case, where the source node and its location are chosen randomly. For each value of N , we simulate 100 networks. For each network, the nodes are distributed uniformly at random on the cross. The simulation results are summarized in Tables I and II for the case where source is at the intersection and the general case, respectively. To make the comparisons easier, we normalize the costs by dividing them by the cost of the optimal assignment in each case. The numbers shown in this table are the average of the normalized costs plus minus the 95% confidence interval. The cost of the BIP algorithm and the BIP algorithm with the sweeping procedure are denoted by cost(R BIP ) and cost(R BIP/sw ), respectively. In all simulations, the value of α is selected to be 2. As Table I shows, the energy consumption of the near-optimal assignment is close to that of the optimal assignment. Table I also shows that the proposed near-optimal assignment outperforms Table I , the distributed assignment performs the worst, but still provides a very low complexity alternative at the cost of about 40% extra energy compared to the optimal assignment. Increasing N from 14 to 18 makes the energy gap between the optimal algorithm and the other sub-optimal algorithms shrink by a non-negligible amount. In particular, one should also note that the performance gap of the distributed algorithm relative to the optimal solution shrinks faster than the other assignments by increasing the size of the network.
For the general case, based on the results of Table II , the difference between the optimal algorithm, on the one hand, and the near-optimal and distributed algorithms, on the other hand, is even less. Table II shows that the proposed near-optimal assignment still outperforms both versions of BIP.
For larger networks, where the optimal assignment is too complex to find, we only present the results for the other assignments. In Fig. 6 , we compare the total consumed energy of different assignments normalized with respect to the proposed near-optimal assignment. For each simulation point corresponding to a given number of nodes, 10, 000 random networks are generated, each having uniform distribution for the nodes. We run the algorithms on exactly the same networks and obtain the average of the total consumed energy over the 10, 000 networks. To compare the distributed algorithm with BIP (with and without sweeping procedure) for the general grid networks, we consider a two by two square grid network. We run the algorithms on exactly the same networks and obtain the average of the total consumed energy over 10, 000
networks. The comparison between the cost of the distributed algorithm and BIP (with and without sweeping procedure) is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that for larger number of nodes in the network, the difference between the algorithms is smaller. In particular the difference in energy consumption of the proposed distributed algorithm and BIP with sweep is less than 5% for networks of size N = 40 or larger.
VII. CONCLUSION
We studied a special 2-D wireless network, where N nodes are located on two perpendicular lines. We proposed three range assignments for energy-efficient broadcasting from a source node anywhere in the network to all the other nodes. We first proposed an optimal assignment with polynomial complexity followed by a near-optimal assignment with linear complexity O(N ), and a distributed assignment with complexity independent of N . We compared the proposed range assignments with BIP (with and without sweep), and observed that our near-optimal assignment outperforms both versions of BIP, while the distributed algorithm performs close to it. The advantage of the proposed algorithms over BIP algorithms is further seen when one notes the higher complexity O(N 2 ) of the BIP algorithms in comparison with linear and constant complexities of the proposed near-optimal and distributed algorithms, respectively. We demonstrated that our proposed distributed algorithm can also be used for more general twodimensional networks, where the nodes are located on a grid consisting of perpendicular linesegments. In such network configurations also, the proposed distributed algorithm performs close to BIP algorithms, particularly for larger networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study presenting an optimal solution for the minimum-energy broadcasting problem for a 2-D network.
